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1 in 7 iPhones are now assembled in India as Apple continues to reduce its reliance on China




Oliver Haslam 

published 10 April 24




Buying a new iPhone means that there is a 1-in-7 chance that it will have been assembled in India these days, not China.
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Apple, it's finally time to bring ProMotion to the masses




Daryl Baxter 

published 10 April 24



Opinion
I love the 120Hz display on my iPhone 15 Pro and MacBook Pro — so why is there no sign of the feature coming to MacBook Air and iPad mini?
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US teens love their iPhones and Apple Watches, but it isn't all good news




Oliver Haslam 

published 10 April 24




Apple's popularity among teenagers across the United States continues to be a positive, but it isn't all great news according to a new survey.
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13 changes we want to see in iOS 18




Callum Booth 

published 10 April 24




Apple claims that iOS 18 will be the biggest iPhone update ever — this is how it can make that statement a reality.
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iPhone 16 Pro: Release date rumors, news, and more




Oliver Haslam 

last updated 10 April 24




The iPhone 16 Pro is expected to come with a few changes compared to the model you're already carrying.
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iPad Pro M3 (2024): Release date rumors, news, OLED diplsay upgrade, and more




Oliver Haslam 

last updated 10 April 24




The next iPad Pro refresh is set to bring new chips and fancier displays in 2024.
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13 changes we want to see in iOS 18: How Apple could make it the 'biggest' iPhone update ever
What do we want? Freedom! When do we want it? With the launch of iOS 18!
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Major iPad upgrade confirmed by Apple in software leak — iPadOS 17.5 code reveals firmware support for OLED 
OLED is coming!
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I’ve been using my Apple Watch to manage my ADHD — here’s what’s been working for me (plus time management tips that could help almost anyone)
10 of the best ways to use your Apple Watch for time management.
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Apple Vision Pro is damaging users' eyes, but not in the way you'd assume...
An Uncomfortable fit is to blame in most cases.
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Apple HomePod 3: Release date rumors, news, displays, robotics and more
HomePod 3 is coming and it could revolutionize your home.
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iPhone 16 Pro: Release date rumors, news, and more
The iPhone 16 Pro is going to be Apple's next high-end model and it's shaping up to be a winner.
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iPhone 17 again tipped to inherit iPhone 16 Pro's display — could 120Hz finally make the leap to the cheaper models?



By

Stephen Warwick 

published 10 April 24




Apple is again said to be bringing LTPO OLED tech to the regular iPhone 17 next year, possibly paving the way for 120Hz and Always-On displays.
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Apple Pencil 3: Everything you need to know



By

Gerald Lynch 

last updated 10 April 24




We're well overdue an update to Apple's stylus devices, but what could be in store for artists with an Apple Pencil 3?
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Major iPhone case manufacturer dbrand caught up in social media race row over customer complaint response



By

Stephen Warwick 

published 10 April 24




A customer complaint response from iPhone case manufacturer dbrand has sparked outrage online.
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Apple Watch X could be getting a better display for longer battery life



By

Daryl Baxter 

published 10 April 24




The next Apple Watch could have an improved power-efficient display for better battery life, as part of its rumored major redesign.
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An indie game of the year contender headlines Apple Arcade for May 



By

James Bentley 

published 10 April 24




Apple Arcade is getting a handful of new games in May, alongside some big updates to existing titles.
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iPhone 17 again tipped to inherit iPhone 16 Pro's display — could 120Hz finally make the leap to the cheaper models?



By

Stephen Warwick 

published 10 April 24




Apple is again said to be bringing LTPO OLED tech to the regular iPhone 17 next year, possibly paving the way for 120Hz and Always-On displays.
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Apple's latest AI advancement could improve iPhone accessibility and more



By

Oliver Haslam 

published 10 April 24




Apple's focus on AI continues following the news of a new multimodal large language model that can interpret what's on a device's display.
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Apple's iPhone 16 batteries might have just leaked, and there's a surprise in store for buyers of one model



By

Oliver Haslam 

published 9 April 24




A new leak claims to have shared iPhone 16 battery capacities and there's a surprise in store for buyers of the iPhone 16 Plus.
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How much are the iPhone 16 Pro and Pro Max going to weigh?



By

Tammy Rogers 

published 9 April 24




The iPhone 16 models are going to be heavier than the iPhone 15s we've got in our pockets — but by how much?
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iPhone 16: Release date rumors, news, and more



By

Stephen Warwick 

last updated 9 April 24




The iPhone 16 is expected to arrive in September 2024 and it could be one of the biggest upgrades in some time.
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iPhones set to get Delta game emulator as Apple approves app for third-party app store distribution



By

Connor Jewiss 

published 8 April 24




The Delta game emulator has been approved by Apple for distribution via third-party app stores, so will be heading to iPhones soon.
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Apple Pencil 3: Everything you need to know



By

Gerald Lynch 

last updated 10 April 24




We're well overdue an update to Apple's stylus devices, but what could be in store for artists with an Apple Pencil 3?
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Get ready to multi-squeeze the Apple Pencil 3 as multiple new gestures leak



By

Gerald Lynch 

published 10 April 24




iPadOS 17.5 beta code reveals a new Apple Pencil is in the works, and will introduce new control methods for the stylus accessory.
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Four new iPad mini 7 features Apple's next tiny tablet needs — and one crippling issue it must fix



By

Stephen Warwick 

published 8 April 24




Apple's iPad mini 7 could debut later this year, but what does it need to be a success?
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Apple iPad Air 6: Release date rumors, news, and more



By

Oliver Haslam 

last updated 8 April 24




It's inevitable that the iPad Air lineup will get a refreshed model and here's what we've been hearing so far.
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iPad mini 7 (2024): Everything you need to know



By

Tammy Rogers 

last updated 8 April 24




The iPad mini could be coming this year. Here's what you need to know about the new smallest iPad.
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The long-awaited iPad launch may have a date, but it's not all good news



By

Lloyd Coombes 

published 7 April 24




If you've been waiting to buy an iPad, you should probably hold out for a few more weeks.
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Gerald Lynch

Editor in Chief | iPhone 15 Pro | M2 MacBook Air | M2 iPad Pro |
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News Editor | iPhone 15 Pro Max | M1 iPad Pro | AirPods Pro | 
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John-Anthony Disotto

How To Editor | iPhone 15 Pro Max | M2 iPad Pro | M2 Mac Mini |
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Tammy Rogers

Senior Staff Writer | iPhone 15 Pro Max | Apple Watch Ultra 2 | M1 Pro MacBook Pro | AirPods Max |
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Daryl Baxter

Features Editor | iPhone 15 Pro Max | Apple Watch Ultra | M1 Pro MacBook Pro | AirPods Pro 2 |
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James Bentley

Staff Writer | iPhone 15 Pro Max | M1 MacBook Air | Apple Watch Series 7 |
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Mac Mini rivals: Five small form factor PCs that want a bite of Apple's pie



By

Tammy Rogers 

last updated 9 April 24




Apple’s Mac mini is one of the most impressive small form factor PCs that you can buy – but what are the alternatives like? We’ve taken a look.
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This mini PC is even smaller than a Mac mini, but packs more RAM and storage for extra fun



By

Tammy Rogers 

published 9 April 24




The Geekom A7 is a powerful, tiny, and very well-priced mini PC — but should you choose one over the Mac mini?
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Want a great keyboard at an affordable price? Logitech Signature Slim K950 types like a stripped-back MX Keys S without the costly extras



By

Alex Blake 

published 9 April 24




The Logitech Signature Slim K950 is a more affordable version of the MX Keys S, with a similar typing feel but without a few nice-to-haves.
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Four new features Finder needs in macOS 15 (and the apps you can use to get them now)



By

Ian Osborne 

published 9 April 24




Go further with Finder, using these great third-party apps.
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Sick of dealing with your Mac’s unwieldy trash? Here’s how to manage deleted files like a pro



By

Alex Blake 

published 8 April 24




There are a ton of hidden methods for managing your trash in macOS. Here are all the best tips and tricks.
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Samsung's new all-in-one Pro desktop PC looks an awful lot like an iMac



By

Tammy Rogers 

published 8 April 24




Samsung is launching a new all-in-one desktop — and it looks a lot like Apple's iMac.
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Best accessories for Apple Watch 2024



By

James Bentley 

last updated 10 April 24




What are the best accessories for Apple Watch? From high-tech chargers to cool carry bags, we have a few ideas!
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This Apple Watch trick will solve the most annoying thing about charging your smartwatch — who needs a fancy charging stand anyway?



By

John-Anthony Disotto 

published 10 April 24



Quick Tips
This Apple Watch trick will make charging your smartwatch that much easier and it's been under our noses the whole time.
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Apple Watch X could be getting a better display for longer battery life



By

Daryl Baxter 

published 10 April 24




The next Apple Watch could have an improved power-efficient display for better battery life, as part of its rumored major redesign.
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Apple Watch Series 9 is now available from Apple's official refurbished store



By

Connor Jewiss 

published 9 April 24




Apple has now made the Apple Watch Series 9 available on its official refurbished store, so customers can purchase slightly used devices for even less.
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How to use Smartgym — the best gym-based workout app for Apple Watch and iPhone



By

Matt Evans 

published 9 April 24




The Apple Watch App of the Year, Smartgym is great for gym-based exercises.
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This Apple Watch trick will solve the most annoying thing about charging your smartwatch — who needs a fancy charging stand anyway?



By

John-Anthony Disotto 

published 10 April 24



Quick Tips
This Apple Watch trick will make charging your smartwatch that much easier and it's been under our noses the whole time.
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Four new features Finder needs in macOS 15 (and the apps you can use to get them now)



By

Ian Osborne 

published 9 April 24




Go further with Finder, using these great third-party apps.
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How to use Smartgym — the best gym-based workout app for Apple Watch and iPhone



By

Matt Evans 

published 9 April 24




The Apple Watch App of the Year, Smartgym is great for gym-based exercises.
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Sick of dealing with your Mac’s unwieldy trash? Here’s how to manage deleted files like a pro



By

Alex Blake 

published 8 April 24




There are a ton of hidden methods for managing your trash in macOS. Here are all the best tips and tricks.
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How to capture today's solar eclipse with an iPhone — take the best shot possible without damaging your eyes or your camera



By

Karen S Freeman 

published 8 April 24




If you live in North America, you're well aware that a total solar eclipse is coming our way. With a little preparation, you can get some cool shots to share.
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Complete guide to Vision Pro streaming: When to use Apple TV, Safari, and apps 



By

Brady Snyder 

published 5 April 24




Streaming services are a mess on visionOS at launch, but you can fix that by knowing when to use which apps.
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Apple Vision Pro could bring back the heyday of couch co-op games 



By

James Bentley 

published 5 April 24




Apple Vision Pro could have set itself up to be a surprisingly viable gaming accessory in the future, if recent developments are anything to go by.
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Play any Game Boy cartridge on your Mac with this awesome gadget



By

John-Anthony Disotto 

published 2 April 24




Play Game Boy cartridges on Mac with the Epilogue GB Operator.
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TCL NXTWEAR S review: Fun and futuristic, but not without drawbacks



By

Stephen Warwick 

published 23 March 24




The TCL NXTWEAR S are plug-and-play USB-C smart glasses for iPhone, but are they any good?
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Call of Duty: Warzone Mobile’s iPhone-exclusive graphical options signify a console approach to the mobile gaming market



By

James Bentley 

published 20 March 24



Pips and Pixels
Having an iPhone 15 Pro Max before the launch of Call of Duty: Warzone Mobile reminds me of being a COD fan in the 2010s.
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Hades, the beloved indie game, is now available on iOS exclusively for Netflix subscribers



By

Connor Jewiss 

published 20 March 24




Beloved indie game title Hades is heading to iOS devices via Netflix, and subscribers can start playing the game now.
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This mini PC is even smaller than a Mac mini, but packs more RAM and storage for extra fun



By

Tammy Rogers 

published 9 April 24




The Geekom A7 is a powerful, tiny, and very well-priced mini PC — but should you choose one over the Mac mini?
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Want a great keyboard at an affordable price? Logitech Signature Slim K950 types like a stripped-back MX Keys S without the costly extras



By

Alex Blake 

published 9 April 24




The Logitech Signature Slim K950 is a more affordable version of the MX Keys S, with a similar typing feel but without a few nice-to-haves.
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The Peloton Tread might just be the ultimate treadmill for Apple Fitness Plus users



By

Karen S Freeman 

published 8 April 24




With this treadmill, you don't have to choose whether to work towards your Apple Fitness goals or your Peloton goals. You'll be doing both with every workout.
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Audioengine A1-MR review: Compact size, solid sound



By

Harry McKerrell 

published 5 April 24




A little lacking in low-end, the Audioengine A1-MR make for a compact companion to you Mac desktop setup.
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The Razer Leviathan V2 is a gaming soundbar that fits perfectly on your desk and gives quality sound for your Mac



By

Harry McKerrell 

published 5 April 24




The Razer Leviathan V2 is a solid soundbar with some great sound quality for use with your Mac.
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The Gioteck Smart TV+ controller is the budget wireless controller for Apple TV to beat



By

Tammy Rogers 

published 5 April 24




The Gioteck smart TV+ controller is extremely well-priced, but you might not want to use it for longer gaming sessions.
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iMessage-on-Android app Beeper is back with a new owner, but it's given up on fighting Apple — for now



By

Oliver Haslam 

published 9 April 24




Beeper, the company whose Beeper Mini app briefly brought iMessage to Android, is back after being bought by Automattic. But there's no iMessage this time, at least for now.
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Apple Fitness Plus treadmill workouts vs outdoor running: Which is better?



By

Matt Evans 

published 9 April 24




Should you invest in a treadmill and use Apple Fitness Plus’ running workouts, or save your money and just buy sneakers instead?
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X now supports Passkeys as login option globally on iOS



By

Stephen Warwick 

published 9 April 24




X now supports Passkeys on iPhone and iOS worldwide, here's how to enable it.
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Spotify extends AI lead over Apple Music with AI playlists feature



By

Lloyd Coombes 

published 8 April 24




Spotify is rolling out a new chatbot-based AI playlists option in the UK and Australia.
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This habit tracking iPhone app helps you build better routines



By

Becca Caddy 

published 8 April 24



App of the day
Designed for ADHDers, the Me+ Daily Routine Planner app for the iPhone will help you stick to new habits.
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Ex-Apple Music exec and Nine Inch Nails star Trent Reznor slams streaming services



By

Tammy Rogers 

published 8 April 24




Trent Reznor of Nine Inch Nails fame has strong words about music streaming.
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